2018-19 GPSPC MineHunter Mission

Mine Hunter
Time
Find First Mine – placing cap completely on pipe
Find Second Mine– placing cap completely on pipe
Find Third Mine– placing cap completely on pipe
Release the Torpedo – Sink the Ship
Trigger the torpedo release
International Competition

Activate Beacon Light
- Leaving Magnet, 10 points
- Momentary activation (not leaving magnet), 5
points
Open gate
Retrieve ring and place on board
- Anywhere on board, 5 points
- Placed on pipe, 10 points
Retrieve final ring and place inside of 4 inch pipe
mounted on platform. Time stops.

Point Value
20
20
20
5

5/10
5

5/10
10

Points Earned
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1. The first task is to pick up the PVC pipe caps with the rope ring attached directing to
the cap. There will be three of these. The objective is to place the cap completely
over the 1-1/4 inch PVC pipes on the board. The teams have to locate which of the 11/4 inch pipes have a photosensor in it. The robot will maneuver over the 4 x 4 pipe
grid until they locate a pipe with a photosensor in it. When a pipe is located, a light
will illuminate on the model aircraft carrier. All three pipe caps must be on the three
photosensor pipes with the three lights lit on the aircraft carrier before moving on to
the next challenge. The pipes with the photosensors will be in a row, either
horizontal, vertical or diagonal.

2. The next challenge will be to release the torpedo. There will be a black colored prop
on the bottom of the pool. The diameter of the pipe is 3 inches. The robot will have
to push a plunger into the pipe to release the torpedo. Note: this is the same prop
used in past competitions. Releasing the torpedo will cause some special effects and
sink the ship.
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3. Teams can decide which of the two International challenges to attempt first. One
challenge is identical to the International’s beacon challenge, except the foundation
will be different. The height of the beacon off of the pool floor will be the same as
with the International competition. The beacon is lit when a magnet is in close
proximity to the sensor. The North pole of the magnet will activate the light within
1.5 inched from the red tape. The South pole of the magnet will not work on this
side. The South pole of the magnet can activate the light on the opposite side of the
vertical pipe, except the magnet essentially has to be against the pipe. The robot can
activate the light momentarily by coming near the beacon with the magnet or the
robot can place a magnet on the beacon and continuously light the beacon. Teams are
allowed to come to the pool deck and add a magnet appendage onto their robot for
this event.

4. The other challenge is also from the International’s challenge but modified using past
props from a past competition. The gate prop will be identical as in the International
challenge. It will just be placed on top of a cage. The objectives will still be the
same: 1) open the gate; 2) retrieve an object from within; and 3) place the object in a
set location. Opening the gate is identical to International’s competition. The height
of the gate is 26 inches above the pool floor. The objects to retrieve will be different,
but the principle will be the same. Two objects will be in the cage. They will be a
PVC pipe cap tied to a rope, which is connected to a rope ring. Design of the robot
and the placement of the probe in regard to the robot’s center of gravity will be
essential to the successful retrieval of the objects. Once retrieved the one rope ring
cap is to be placed on the same 4 x 4 pipe grid as the first challenge. Placing the pipe
cap completely on the pipe will earn the higher point value. The cap can be placed on
any open pipe on the board.
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5. The other rope ring cap that has a rope extension is placed inside of a 4-inch pipe
triggering an air valve.

6. The competition is completed when the robot hits an air valve and the final time is
recorded. The air valve is similar to the float valve used in aquariums to maintain the
water level. The prop for this task is still under development and will be posted later.

